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Agenda
1) Welcome & introductions

2) Recap of 2021 legislative session

3) Equity outreach and financial analysis update

4) RUC innovation update

5) Cost reduction update

6) Next steps



Welcome and Introductions

Roy Jennings
Commissioner, WSTC, and RUC Steering Committee Chair



2021 Legislative Session Recap

Reema Griffith
Executive Director, WSTC



SSB 5444 (2021 LEGISLATIVE SESSION) 
REFLECTED RUC RECOMMENDATIONS
• By July 1, 2025, a voluntary early adoption RUC 

program would begin that allows EVs and plug-in 
hybrids to opt in early to avoid the $225 flat fee.

• On July 1, 2026, the flat fee of $225 would be 
repealed and replaced with RUC program at an 
introductory rate of 2 cents per mile.

SSB 5444: Authorize gradual transition to RUC

WSTC and DOL deliver RUC system implementation plan

Launch voluntary EV RUC program and waive flat fee

RUC mandatory for EV’s; repeals $225 flat fee

• Revenues generated from the RUC program are to 
be deposited in the motor vehicle fund to pay for 
roadway preservation and maintenance.

• The bill provides language to protect privacy and 
driver data, and exempts RUC data from public 
disclosure.



Forward Drive Project Update

Travis Dunn, Project Manager
CDM Smith
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Questions to Think About

• What policy challenges facing RUC can new approaches and 
technology address?

• What automotive, consumer, or other business trends do you believe 
could be useful for enhancing RUC?

• What innovations and best practices are most interesting or relevant to 
test?

• What other ideas for pilot tests do you have?



Equity Financial Analysis

Allegra Calder, Chloe Kinsey, Jay Shih
BERK Consulting



Equity Outreach and Financial Analysis

“Identify and measure potential disparate 
impacts of a road usage charge on designated 
populations, including communities of color, 
low-income households, vulnerable 
populations, and displaced communities.”
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Overview
• Specific analysis within broader conversation about 

transportation equity.

• Key question: 
• Would households in different income brackets pay more or 

less under a potential road usage charge, compared with the 
gas tax?
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Broader Transportation Equity Questions
• Broader discussion around transportation equity includes 

questions such as:
• How much of transportation funding is paid by whom? 
• Where and on what are transportation revenues invested? 
• How do the locations, modes, and types of transportation 

investments correspond to who and where revenues are collected 
from?

• These are beyond the scope of this current analysis.
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Definitions and assumptions



Definitions: What is equity?
Some dimensions of equity in relation to taxation and transportation:
• Horizontal equity: everyone is taxed the same for the same usage
• Vertical equity: considers ability to pay and relative burden
• Vehicle weight equity: considers impacts of different vehicles
• Geographic equity: considers impacts on urban and rural areas
• Cross-generational equity: considers impacts on future generations
• Systems equity/operational equity: ability to interact with/comply 

with system
• Process equity: ability to participate in/shape policy
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Assumptions and data
• Assume RUC rate is equivalent to what a driver of an average fuel efficiency 

light duty vehicle in Washington currently pays
(49.4 cents per gallon)/(20.5 MPG)=2.4 cents per mile 

• Assume vehicle owners paying a RUC would no longer pay the gas tax.

Data

• Federal Highway Administration
• 2017 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS)
• Highway Performance Monitoring System
• Highway Statistics Series

• US Census Bureau American Community Survey
15



Who is low income?
• In Washington State, there is no comprehensive measure to 

define whether an individual or household is “low-income.”

• Commonly used measures include the Federal Poverty 
Guidelines (FPL) and HUD Income Limits.

• Other measures include proxies for Washington State 
Minimum Wage and United Way’s ALICE measure.

• Measures may consider household size, geography, or both.
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Low-income threshold summary

Note: HUD and ALICE thresholds are based on Washington State level thresholds
.
Sources: HHS; 2021; HUD, 2021; United Ways of the Pacific Northwest, 2020; BERK, 2021.
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Household Size 135% FPL 200% FPL HUD Low-Income 
Limit (80% of MFI)

WA State Minimum 
Wage Equivalent 

(225% FPL) 

ALICE

1 Person $17,388 $25,760 $51,300 $28,980 $22,524

2 Person $23,517 $34,840 $58,600 $39,195 $33,828 - $42,254

3 Person $29,646 $43,920 $65,950 $49,410 $45,132 - $61,984

4 Person $35,775 $53,000 $73,300 $59,625 $56,436 - $81,714

5 Person $41,904 $62,080 $79,150 $69,840 $67,740 - $101,444

6 Person $48,033 $71,160 $85,000 $80,055 $79,044 - $121,174

7 Person $54,162 $80,240 $90,850 $90,270 $90,348 - $140,904

8 Person $60,291 $89,320 $96,750 $100,485 $101,652 - $160,634



Findings: Costs paid under gas tax vs. RUC



Would households in different income brackets pay more 
or less under a potential RUC, compared with the gas tax?
There is no 
statistically 
significant 
difference in 
costs paid under 
gas tax vs. RUC 
within any 
income group. $328
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Vehicle fuel efficiency



What is the relationship between fuel vehicle type, age, 
and fuel efficiency?

Cars are more fuel 
efficient (avg 25 
mpg), while SUVs 
and pickup trucks 
are less fuel 
efficient (avg 19 
mpg).

Older vehicles tend 
to be less fuel 
efficient. 
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What are the trends in Washington vehicles?

Sources: FHWA Highway Statistics, 2019; BERK, 2021.

SUVs have seen the 
largest growth by 
vehicle type 
between 2014 to 
2019, while growth 
in car registrations 
has remained 
relatively stable.

Registered Vehicles by Vehicle Type, Washington State
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How does vehicle type vary by household income?
Household Vehicles Types by Household Income, Washington Households

Sources: Federal Highway Administration National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK, 2021.

Lower income 
Washington 
respondent 
households own a 
higher proportion of 
cars and pickup 
trucks and a lower 
proportion of SUVs 
relative to higher 
income households.
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How does vehicle age vary by household income?
On average, lower 
income Washington 
respondent 
households tend to 
drive older vehicles 
than higher income 
respondent 
households.

Average Age of Personal Vehicle by Household Income, Vehicles in Washington 
Households 

Sources: Federal Highway Administration National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK, 2021.
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How does vehicle fuel efficiency vary by household 
income? 

Sources: Federal Highway Administration National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK, 2021.

Average Fuel Efficiency of All Household Personal Vehicles by Household Income, 
Washington Households Among Washington 

respondent households, 
there is no clear trend 
between household 
incomes and household 
vehicle fuel efficiency.
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Vehicle miles traveled



How many miles do Washington drivers and households 
tend to drive per year?
Washington drivers are driving 
fewer miles than US drivers in 
general.

Higher income households tend 
to drive more miles than lower 
income households.

Lower income households tend 
to own fewer vehicles.
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Would households in different income brackets pay more 
or less under a potential RUC, compared with the gas tax?
There is no 
statistically 
significant 
difference in 
costs paid under 
gas tax vs. RUC 
within any 
income group. $328
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Gas tax as a proportion of household spending



What percentage of household income is spent on 
transportation costs?
This analysis is 
part of a broader 
conversation 
about 
transportation 
equity.

Percentage of Household Income Spent on Transportation by Income, 2019, US Households

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Consumer Expenditure Survey, 
2019; WSDOT Historical Average 
Fuel Price; BERK, 2021.
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What percentage of household income is spent on gas 
taxes (or RUC)?

Looking at gas taxes 
alone, expenditures 
as a percent of 
household decline 
with income (as 
with all 
expenditures), but 
they represent a 
modest portion of 
expenditures

Household Income Devoted to Washington State Gas Tax by Income, 2019
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< $30k $30-50k $50-70k $70-100k $100-150k >$150k

% of income 
spent 1.4% 0.7% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4% 0.2%

Average 
annual amount 
spent

$328 $392 $461 $495 $504 $513



Equity Outreach 
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Henry Yates, Linda Kennedy
Yates Consulting



Approach
Mandate: “Identify and measure potential disparate 
impacts of RUC to communities of color, low income 
households, displaced communities and vulnerable 
populations through targeted outreach and engagement.”

Method: Extensive statewide personal outreach followed 
by a series of focus groups, surveys and one-on-one 
interviews using a pre-determined set of questions.



Guidelines for Engagement
• Ethnic balance
• Geographic balance (statewide, including urban and rural areas)
• Include persons with disabilities
• Include refugee, immigrant & vulnerable populations
• Include professional driver communities
• Keep focus groups between 5 and 12 individuals
• One-on-ones with leaders in target communities
• Surveys to more individuals in target communities if a focus group is impractical



Informational Meetings
• Bremerton NAACP
• Coalition of Immigrants, Refugees and Communities 

of Color (CIRCC)
• India Association of Western WA
• Sikh Centre of Seattle
• CIRCC Coronavirus Action Committee



Focus Groups Completed as of July 28, 2021
• Disability Rights WA
• Filipino Chamber of Commerce (WA State)
• Arabs in Seattle Group
• Ahora Construction
• Bremerton NAACP
• Seattle African Americans



Sample observations from focus groups



Focus group observations on concept of RUC
• Lack of understanding of current funding sources: Most respondents believe gas tax paid is 

higher than actual

• Questions about distributional impacts: RUC could be a disadvantage for people who cannot 
stay home to work and lower income people and rural populations in general

• Preferences:
• Four of five groups indicated it is not fair for electric vehicles to not pay for roads
• Disability Rights WA prefers RUC funds be available for investing in transit
• Government or business could help low income people if they are harmed by RUC via coupons, 

credits, or tax incentives
• Most respondents said heavier vehicles should pay more



Focus group observations on RUC mileage reporting 
methods
• Privacy: Many shared concerns about using devices or cell phones to report miles

• Payment frequency:
• Some participants prefer to pay RUC annually with car tabs
• Other participants prefer to pay RUC monthly like other bills, because of inability to 

save and pay at the end of the year

• Compliance: Concerns about some people cheating some reporting mechanisms

• Preferences:
• Several proposed the concept of a mileage exemption 
• Good customer service is important; at least one cited challenges with toll payments



Future Outreach Plans
• Focus groups: Continue working with various ethnic organizations 

statewide to conduct additional focus groups, including in Central 
and Eastern Washington

• Interviews: Begin one-on-one discussions

• Survey: Refine survey for distribution

• Analysis: Document findings and support pilot test planning 
activities including concept definition and participant recruitment



RUC Innovation Research

41

Roshini Durand
CDM Smith
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Mileage Reporting Enhancements Through Research, Industry Outreach, 
and Design

Incorporate emerging approaches to mileage reporting into 
Washington’s RUC research, such as in-vehicle telematics, 
improved smartphone apps, use of private businesses to 
provide odometer verification and mileage reporting services, 
and more

Updated mileage reporting methods à RUC Innovation
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RUC Enhancements Through Research, Industry Outreach, and Design
2020 Q4 2021

Explore new opportunities 

Build on past efforts
Build RUC scenarios, based on
• Equity guidelines (Task 2)
• Cost reduction guidelines (Task 

4)
• Best practices for a positive 

customer experience

Research & Industry outreach
Design pilot tests

Industry outreach

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
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RUC Innovation Research Goals for Pilot Testing

RUC prototype “sub-tests” instead of a single pilot

Conduct tests of new mileage reporting methods, equity policies, RUC for new mobility, 
and low-cost approaches



RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH



POLICY PRIORITIES DRIVE RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH

User experience

Cost reduction

User choice 

Equity



POLICY PRIORITIES DRIVE RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH

User experience

Cost reduction

User choice 

Equity Focus on systems and operational equity
• Offer simple, accessible and convenient options
• Create user-friendly privacy policies
• Design systems to make it easy to comply
• Assist users with decision making 



POLICY PRIORITIES DRIVE RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH

Equity

User experience

Cost reduction

User choice 

• Consumer choices should be considered to 
address typical “user situations”

• A RUC system provides relevant choices to drivers 
for not only how they report their miles but also 
how and when they pay and to which entity



POLICY PRIORITIES DRIVE RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH

Equity

User experience

Cost reduction

User choice 
• A RUC system should be simple, convenient, 

transparent to the user

• Compliance should not create an undue burden 
and should be encouraged by design



• Administration of a RUC system should be cost 
efficient

• Define common terminology to make it easier to 
compare costs of RUC systems

POLICY PRIORITIES DRIVE RUC INNOVATION RESEARCH

Equity

User experience

Cost reduction

User choice 



USER SITUATIONS & RELEVANT CHOICES 

No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API

Connectivity
Reporting preferences
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User situations based on connectivity 

No connectivity 3rd party connectivity Native connectivityConnectivity

API

• No connected phone
• No vehicle compatibility 

• Connected vehicles (in-
vehicle-telematics)

• Smartphone, phone 
with web browser 

• “Compatible” vehicle 
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User reporting preferences

Assisted reporting
(in-person or online)

Self-reporting 
(“active” reporting, 

manual action required)

Fully automated
(“passive” reporting, 
no action required) 

Reporting preference Several touchpoints 
(potentially more costly)

Few to no touchpoints (potentially less costly)
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Reporting choices relevant to specific connectivity situations

No connectivity
(No connected phone

No vehicle compatibility)

3rd party connectivity
(Phone with internet connection, 

smartphone or “compatible” vehicle)

Native connectivity
(Connected vehicles / in-vehicle-

telematics)

Assisted reporting
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Reporting preference

Connectivity

API

X

X

X X
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Reporting choices provided in first WA RUC pilot

No connectivity
(No connected phone

No vehicle compatibility)

3rd party connectivity
(Phone with internet connection, 

smartphone or “compatible” vehicle)

Native connectivity
(Connected vehicles / in-vehicle-

telematics)

Assisted reporting
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Not tested in previous 
WA RUC pilot

Reporting preference

Connectivity

API

• Odometer-image capture
• smartphone app 
• camera/web browser

• Vehicle Licensing 
Offices (using 
odometer-capture app)

• Plug-in device 
(location and no 
location) 
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New reporting choices to cover connectivity situations and reporting preferences

No connectivity
(No connected phone

No vehicle compatibility)

3rd party connectivity
(Phone with internet connection, 

smartphone or “compatible” vehicle)

Native connectivity
(Connected vehicles / in-vehicle-

telematics)

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Reporting preference

Connectivity

API

• Vehicle Licensing Offices 
(using odo-capture app)

• Camera phone (text)
• Website portal

• Assisted installation 
(technology provider or 
retail partner)

• Automaker support 

• In-vehicle telematics 
(infotainment systems)?

• In-vehicle telematics 
(infotainment systems)

• Data aggregator platform

• VIN look-up services
• Plug-in device (location 

and no location)
• 3rd party interface to 

telematics 

• Odometer-image capture
• smartphone app or 

camera/web browser
• Smartphone mileage logging



INDUSTRY OUTREACH 

• Identify compatible business models
• Explain criteria
• Identify types of subtests according to value 

proposition
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Identifying business models that can support RUC efficiently

Data 
aggregators

Tolling Account 
Managers

Technology 
providers

Automakers

Clearing-
houses

Dealers

Vehicle 
Licensing 

OfficesAuto repair 
and service 

stations

Vehicle History 
Report 

providers

Usage-Based 
Insurance Account 

Managers

Mobility as a 
Service (MaaS) 

platform providers

RideShare
platform 
providers

Automatic 
Business Mile 
logging apps

Fleet telematics 
service providers
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Conversations with industry partners to gauge interest and capabilities 

Participation criteria:
• Ability to support core RUC functions

• Ability to offer enhanced services around improved mileage reporting 
options and flexible payment options

• Ability to align with objectives set by equity and cost reduction tasks

• Ability to address typical RUC issues (e.g., out of state travel, privacy 
concerns, user experience)



RUC Cost Reduction
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Travis Dunn
CDM Smith



• What is an acceptable cost of collection for RUC in the
• Near term (<5% of fleet)?
• Long term (>50% of fleet)?

• What trade-offs are acceptable if they reduce costs?

61

Thought questions



Why cost of collection matters
• RUC is a funding policy tool; efficient collection leaves more 

for investment

• Small-scale RUC systems and pilots to date have high unit 
costs

• Policy and design choices influence final costs for at-scale 
systems
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Transportation cost of collection* benchmarks
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Fuel 
taxes

Average AET 
system 

operating at 
scale 

1 – 3% 10 – 12% 15 – 20%9 – 12%

Vehicle 
fees

Manually 
operated 

tolling 
systems

*As a percentage of revenue collected

20%+

Efficient all-
electronic tolling 

(AET) at scale



Washington transportation cost of collection* benchmarks
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Fuel 
taxes

1% 13-18%8%

Vehicle 
fees

*As a percentage of revenue collected

All-electronic 
tolling

Express 
lanes (not 
designed 
purely for 
revenue)

25%+



Washington transportation cost of collection* benchmarks
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Fuel 
taxes

1% 13-18%8%

Vehicle 
fees

*As a percentage of revenue collected

All-electronic 
tolling

Express 
lanes (not 
designed 
purely for 
revenue)

25%+

RUC 
(large-
scale 

program)

RUC 
(small-
scale 

program)



Cost Analysis Framework



RUC functions
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Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry & set up account

Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over designated time–report data

Access road usage data–receive reporting of road usage data

Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the charge

Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems



1. Identify vehicle and create account
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Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with 
vehicle registry & set up account

• Utah and Oregon RUC systems connect to the state vehicle registry to 
identify/confirm eligible vehicles

• Enrollment requires end users to select an account manager and/or mileage 
reporting method and set up a RUC account

• In pilots, including WA RUC, enrollment is the biggest “pain point” for participants



2. Generate road usage data
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Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over 
designated time–report data

• Oregon’s RUC system relies on plug-in devices (with or without GPS), while Utah’s 
relies on plug-in device with GPS or in-vehicle telematics to report mileage data

• New Zealand relies on pre-purchased distance licenses enforced at annual safety 
checks

• Washington’s pilot tested a dedicated smartphone app, manual odometer 
verification, and smartphone odometer image capture methods



3. Access road usage data
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Access road usage data–receive reporting of road 
usage data

• Utah and Oregon rely on private sector account managers to access data 
generated by mileage reporting methods

• Other options exist, including direct mileage reporting to a public agency like DOL



4. Apply per-mile charge rates
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Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to 
determine amount of charges

• Utah and Oregon rely on private sector account managers to calculate charges 
based on road usage data collected

• Other options exist, including a public agency like DOL calculating the charges



5. Invoice motorist for RUC
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Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the 
charge

• Utah and Oregon rely on private sector account managers to provide invoices, 
statements, or access to real-time charges and “wallets” with flexibility as to 
format and design

• Other options exist, including direct invoicing by a public agency like DOL



6. Collect payment for RUC
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Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

• Utah and Oregon rely on private sector account managers to collect payments for 
RUC from vehicle owners

• Other options exist, including other third-party collectors like retail partners, auto 
insurers, automakers, and direct payments to a public agency like DOL

• Costs depend on the payment methods (e.g., credit card) and channels (e.g., 
online, in person)



7. Provide a receipt for payment
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Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

• Utah and Oregon rely on private sector account managers to provide payment 
records for end users

• Other options exist, including a public agency like DOL providing receipts



8. Enforce payment
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Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring 
everyone pays

• Oregon relies on private sector account managers to pay for all miles driven by 
their customers, regardless of whether customers make payments; the agency is 
empowered to enforced other violations including tampering

• In Utah, by rule, if customers are noncompliant with RUC, the agency reverts them 
to the annual flat fee surcharge

• In general, the need for enforcement depend on the mileage reporting methods 
used and the ease of compliance designed into the system



9. Remit revenue to appropriate state fund
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Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue 
collection with financial systems

• Oregon and Utah rely on private sector account managers remitting funds directly 
to the state periodically

• If RUC is collected directly by a public agency like DOL (and subagents), existing 
processes for remitting funds can be followed



RUC functions

77

Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry & set up account

Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over designated time–report data

Access road usage data–receive reporting of road usage data

Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the charge

Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems



Enforcement challenge statement
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Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry & set up account

Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over designated time–report data

Access road usage data–receive reporting of road usage data

Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the charge

Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Enforcement



Enforcement
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Design a low-cost enforcement regime that 
captures a relatively high percentage of 
violation events.
• Assess effectiveness of your design at 

capturing every dollar
• Improve design functions at reasonable cost
• Assess efficiency and effectiveness of

multi-state enforcement systems
• Identify the changes required in enabling law



Customer service challenge statement
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Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry & set up account

Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over designated time–report data

Access road usage data–receive reporting of road usage data

Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the charge

Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Customer 
service



Customer 
service
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Design a customer service center at low-cost 
of operations
• Assess effectiveness of your design at 

maintaining customer satisfaction and 
compliance

• Improve design functions at reasonable cost
• Assess functionality of multi-state cooperation



Procurement & certification challenge statement
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Identify subject vehicle & owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry & set up account

Generate road usage data for subject vehicle over designated time–report data

Access road usage data–receive reporting of road usage data

Apply per-mile charging rates–process data to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–issue notice of the charge

Collect payment–provide one or more ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–create a receipt

Enforce payment–apply mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit revenue to appropriate fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Procurement
&
certification



Procurement 
and 
certification
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Design regional procurement and certification 
process for RUC vendors with a market contract 
accessible by multiple states through service 
level agreements
• Compare market contract negotiated by 

participating states versus board negotiating 
individual vendor purchase contracts

• Consider region certifying only vendors, leaving 
procurement and contracting to individual states

• Consider region certifying account managers, 
elements of system, or both 

• Would open market improve competition among 
vendors



**NEW**
Manual 
Reporting
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Design a low-cost approach for manually reporting 
miles driven that:
• Captures sufficient data on which to base a 

RUC assessment
• Is simple for motorists to comply
• Is auditable and enforceable



Steering Committee Discussion of Mini-Pilot 
Concepts
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Types of sub-pilot tests

• Proof of concept (technology feasibility and viability focus)

• Business capability testing (cost efficiency focus)

• Service concept testing to gauge user experience and acceptance 
(service focus) 
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Deploy minimal viable “manual”
RUC system Equity Cost of collection User Experience

No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API

X

X

Research areas informed: 
• Equity

• No change to existing processes
• Explore opportunities to introduce periodic payments

• Cost effectiveness:
• Leverage existing processes
• No required new technology costs

• User experience
• Customer familiarity with existing tab renewal process, with some adjustments
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Collaborate with retail partners for 
mileage reporting and payment

Research areas informed: 
• Equity

• Provide flexible set-up, reporting and payment 
options 

• Providing in-person support for diverse needs 
through retail partners (accessibility, in-person 
assistance, cash)

• Cost effectiveness:
• Encourage compliance through convenience
• Leverage existing retail outlets and processes

• User experience
• Customer familiarity with existing relationships and 

outlets
• Accept cash

Equity Cost of collection User Experience

No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API

X XX

X XX



No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API
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Collaborate with automaker(s) 
for telematics-based reporting

X

Research areas informed: 
• Equity

• Can automakers address potential connectivity issues in 
rural areas? 

• Cost of collection 
• What is the lowest cost of RUC collection Automakers 

can achieve?
• User experience 

• Can automakers address user needs and concerns and 
provide a positive RUC experience? 

• Could automakers assess a RUC service provider fee for 
their value added services?

X

X

Equity Cost of collection User Experience
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Partner with data 
aggregators Equity Cost of collection User Experience

No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API

X

X

X

X

X

X

Research areas informed: 
• Cost effectiveness:

• More efficient data collection for vehicle fleets
• Leverage existing data aggregation services and 

reporting mechanisms from usage-based insurance
• User experience

• Reduce the amount of additional work for fleets
• Leverage existing customer relationships with data 

aggregators
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Develop RUC as part of a 
Mobility-as-a-Service platform

Research areas informed:
• Equity 

• Support a variety of mileage reporting options 
• Help with decision making
• Flexible payments, low transaction fees
• Rely more on incentives than enforcement for compliance

• Cost of collection
• Built-in incentives could help increase compliance rate, lowering 

enforcement costs for the state

• User Experience
• Well designed MaaS app
• Help with compliance
• Gamification for a positive user experience 

Equity Cost of collection User Experience

No connectivity 3rd party 
connectivity

Native connectivity

Assisted
(in-person assistance)

Self-reporting 
(manual action required)

Fully automated
(no action required)

Services
Feasibility

API

X XX

X X X
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Questions to Think About

• What policy challenges facing RUC can new approaches and 
technology address?

• What automotive, consumer, or other business trends do you believe 
could be useful for enhancing RUC?

• What innovations and best practices are most interesting or relevant to 
test?

• What other ideas for pilot tests do you have?



Next Steps
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Travis Dunn
CDM Smith



Upcoming Activities
• Fall spotlight sessions to be scheduled for October/November
• Final update on subject matter research
• Initial proposals for sub-tests

• In-person Steering Committee meeting at SeaTac December 13
• Update on financial modeling research
• Final presentation and opportunity to provide input on planned sub-

tests drawing on equity outreach, RUC innovation, and cost 
reduction research

• Q1 2022: pilot planning for launch by Summer 2022.
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Consultant support provided by:


